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SerieS editorial

The Internet of Things (IoT) — a global network of intercon-
nected systems — is being embraced by numerous compa-
nies across most industries. This transformation is all about 

the adoption of digital technologies underpinning essential societal 
and human activities, while at its heart is the digital transformation of 
businesses. As more Internet-connected devices are being deployed 
to automate and collect various data, the adoption of IoT efficiently 
boosts business life all over the world, which is further supported 
by breakthrough innovations. The latter are remarkable as they 
employ the IoT technologies to mitigate global warming, save water, 
increase yields in smart farming, provide a backbone for autono-
mous vehicles, and many more.

The IoT is here to stay as its data processing capabilities are becom-
ing more affordable due to increased computing power and cheaper 
storage while sensors become smaller, cheaper, and much more accu-
rate, and as available network bandwidth grows rapidly. All of these 
technology trends decisively fuel the IoT evolution. However, unlocking 
the full potential of IoT calls for addressing the remaining key challeng-
es, such as lowering the solution complexity, resolving the security con-
cerns, and combating the communication flaws in extremely diverse 
environments. The present issue of this Series summarizes the latest 
results in that space, which facilitate the development of operational 
IoT systems to transform today’s business landscape.

In the first article of this issue, “When Mobile Crowdsensing 
Meets Privacy,” Z. Wang et al. address the pressing privacy challeng-
es behind the collection and usage of data typically communicated 
by contemporary mobile devices. This is particularly relevant as new 
laws, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in 
Europe, are being adopted to regulate the rights over the collected 
data. The authors present a methodology for privacy protection 
over mobile crowdsensing, with results leading to the preservation 
of user privacy through a user-driven crowdsensing design.

M. Strohmeier et al., in “On the Applicability of Satellite-based 
Air Traffic Control Communication for Security,” outline securi-
ty considerations related to the adoption of the satellite-based 
automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) technology. 
Today, this method is widely used in conventional air-to-ground 
links between an aircraft and a terrestrial control tower. However, 
one cannot build control towers to provide operational support in 
oceans or polar regions; thus, airplanes lack communication support 
in such locations. In this article, the authors demonstrate that a satel-
lite-based option may be as insecure as terrestrial ADS-B. This anal-
ysis is essential to design the next generation of ADS-B technology.

Further, in “Cooperative Passive Coherent Location: A Promis-
ing 5G Service to Support Road Safety,” R. Thomä et al. propose a 
distributed multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar service that 
employs 5G features. The underlying idea is to utilize a passive radar 
augmented with cooperative principles like synchronous radio signal-
ing. By using both software defined radio and network paradigms, as 
well as real-time mobile edge computing capabilities coined for 5G, 
this solution provides a vertical ubiquitous radar service that may be 
made adaptive and reconfigurable as well as used in the backbone of 
a vehicle-to-vehicle communication infrastructure.

Also residing in the 5G realm, B. Han et al., in “D2D-Based 
Grouped Random Access to Mitigate Mobile Access Congestion in 
5G Sensor Networks,” conduct a study on the impact of device-to-de-
vice (D2D) link reliability in group-assisted random access protocols. 
The authors elaborate on the pros and cons of alternative D2D pro-
posals with respect to group size, number of sensors, and reliability of 
D2D links. The discussion considers association with geolocation data-
base (GDB) capabilities to assist the grouping decisions by relating to 
recent regulatory-driven initiatives around GDBs and arguing for the 
benefits of the current proposal. Based on their findings, the authors 
offer a method for reducing delay over random access channels.

In “Turning Sensor Networks into Distributed Antenna Arrays for 
Improved Communication Performance,” M. Nabeel and F. Dressler 
explore the use of a sensor network as a distributed antenna array for 
enhanced packet reception capabilities. They propose a model where 
communication performance is improved by exploiting the spatial distri-
bution of the ground network. The key idea revolves around combining 
the received signal samples from multiple ground stations to benefit 
successful decoding. Relying on a specific wildlife monitoring applica-
tion, the authors demonstrate the advantages of their contribution. 

Finally, D. Passos et al., in “Asynchronous Radio Duty Cycling 
for Green IoT: State of the Art and Future Perspectives,” target an 
analysis of energy efficiency for IoT systems from a radio perspec-
tive. Duty cycling (i.e., turning the radio off when it is not needed) 
is typically managed via synchronization, which may be expensive 
in terms of hardware, software, or control communication over-
head. The alternative asynchronous methods have recently gained 
increasing interest within the IoT community. The authors contribute 
a review of existing methods by categorizing and comparing them 
qualitatively and quantitatively, while also discussing the latest trends 
in this area and envision topics for further research.

In summary, these articles offer a collection of important results 
toward the realization of the ongoing digital transformation of the 
Internet of Things. While the contributions by our authors make this 
possible, we also thank all the reviewers and the editorial team for 
their hard work and invaluable support during the preparation of 
this issue.
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